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MATT SILVA TRIUMPHS IN POT-LIMIT OMAHA EVENT
Charlotte poker veteran collects $8,416 and first career Circuit ring

Charlotte, North Carolina's 26-year-old Matt Silva has won his first WSOP Circuit ring, taking 
down the win in Event #6 at Circuit IP Biloxi, $400 Pot-Limit Omaha. Silva arrived at the final 
table in Event #6 with the lead and closed out a table full of tough regiona PLO pros. The win 
came just three days after he logged a near-miss, finishing in second in Event #3 in Biloxi.

Silva is a veteran of the poker-tournament wars, with 30 previous WSOP and WSOP Circuit 
wins in additional to dozens of cashes on other poker tours. Yet a WSOP title of any form had 
proved elusive, until today. Silva credited a small-ball approach at the final with preserving 
his lead, putting him in position to claim the win in one final big pot. That's how it played out.

A modest Silva said, "I was on the right side of variance... a lucky last hand. Especially how 
deep we were heads-up, nothing was going on. It was going to come down to one big hand.” 
The win puts Silva in a tie atop this series' Casino Champion leaderboard, halfway through the
series, with more action planned. He looked over to where the next ring event was already 
underway. "Now I've got to hop in this thing. Nine big blinds. But I'll try to spin it up."

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER
Name:  Matthew Silva
Nationality: USA
Birthplace:  Atlanta, Georgia
Current Residence:  Charlotte, N. Carolina

Age:  26
Profession:  Poker Pro 
WSOP Bracelets: 0
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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